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Main questions of this paper 
• Does DC MNE activity really matter that much? 

• Is DC MNE activity very different from ‘conventional’ MNE activity? 

•  can south-south FDI substitute for North-south FDI and is this a sustainable 

model? 

• Can DC MNEs help with home-country development ? 
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My answers 

• DC MNEs from certain countries are increasingly 

indistinguishable from conventional MNEs as they acquire 

experience. 

• DC MNEs are not shifting wealth to other developing countries 

– From a host development perspective, DC MNEs are not an obviously 

superior option to conventional MNEs. 

– Not all outward FDI is indicative of superior firm-specific assets and 

advantages that are sustainable; 

– Host countries need absorptive capacity to benefit from inward FDI.    

• From a home development perspective, DC MNEs 

may provide very limited benefits. 
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DC MNEs – trends 

• Main sources in 1980s and 1990s are similar to those 

of today  

• Tended to go to: 

– countries at similar or lower stages of development for 

resource-seeking and market seeking; 

– Countries at higher stages for asset-augmenting and market-

seeking purposes (e.g., 50-70% of Indian  and Brazilian FDI is 

to North) 

– Matches the industrial structure /market size of the home and 

host country!  

• Liberalisation and globalisation have only underlined 

existing trends. 
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‘First Wave’ DC MNE 

1970-1980s 

‘Second Wave’ DC MNE 

1990s 

‘Second Prime 

wave’ DC 

MNE 

2000s 

‘Conventional’ MNEs 

Ramamurti 

Terminolog

y  

‘infant MNEs’ ‘Adolescent MNEs’ Mature MNEs 

Destination regional FDI: 

neighbouring countries 

and other developing 

countries 

Majority still regional, but 

expanding to a global basis 
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Global basis 

Ownership 

advantages 

Primarily country-of-

origin-specific.  

Both firm- and country-

specific 

Mainly firm-specific  
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Outward FDI Stocks 2007 

Total world = US$ 1560 billion 
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OFDI stock, developing countries 
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Asia outward FDI – largest, 2007 

total = 1722 billion 
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DC FDI in Africa  <10% of total...  

And most in extractive... 

<$5 billion! And 70% to 5 countries 
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1993 2000 2007 

Sum of 20 DCs’ OFDI  195,653 758,780 2203,684 

Share of total DC OFDI 87.85% 88.04% 96.31% 

Share of World’s OFDI 8.58% 12.34% 14.12% 
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DC OFDI stock  

(percentage of World’s OFDI) 
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Yes, there has been growth in DC FDI 

• But this growth does not reflect a broad paradigm shift. 

– Some flight capital (not new, but larger because of currency 

float) 

– In other cases, flight capital re-labelled as FDI 

– Portfolio investment/free-standing companies 

– ‘new’ industries from (FDI perspective) such as banking, etc 

– China effect – state-owned firms  

• round-trip FDI 

•  Still largely about NICs plus China (with Brazil, India, 

Russia, South Africa coming up - and a few others 

such as Chile, Malaysia, etc) 

• The story is about exceptions. 
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For outward MNE activity to influence the home country economy, all 

three of these sets of linkages must be well-developed 

Substantial links 

must exist between 

subsidiary and host 

sources of 

knowledge 

MNE must have 

highly integrated 

structure, and 

possess O 

advantages to 

manage complex 

cross-border R&D 

structure 

Strong links with 

domestic innovation 

system in home 

country need to exist 

Figure 2: conditions that permit upgrading of the home country’s L 

advantages by ourwad MNE activity 
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Policy focus in home countries should  

be on improving knowledge infrastructure 

• DC MNEs often invest abroad because 

– Dissatisfaction with the supply of adequate knowledge 

infrastructure, and the complexities of national institutions 

limiting knowledge flows 

– For smaller firms there is also the challenge of living in the 

shadow of the ‘national champions’ – regulatory capture 

– Seek access opportunities to customer 

– Seeking new sources of knowledge 

• Most host countries are passive – they do not match 

development policies with FDI policies. 

• the ‘success stories’ of MNE-assisted development 

have sought to attract MNEs, but have also built up 

domestic absorptive capacities in tandem.   

 


